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Abstract. The Tarski number of a non-amenable group G is the minimal number of
pieces in a paradoxical decomposition of G. In this paper we investigate how Tarski
numbers may change under various group-theoretic operations. Using these estimates
and known properties of Golod-Shafarevich groups, we show that the Tarski numbers of
2-generated non-amenable groups can be arbitrarily large. We also use the cost of group
actions to show that there exist groups with Tarski numbers 5 and 6. These provide the
first examples of non-amenable groups without free subgroups whose Tarski number has
been computed precisely.

1. Introduction

Recall the definition of a paradoxical decomposition of a group.

Definition 1.1. A group G admits a paradoxical decomposition if there exist positive
integers m and n, disjoint subsets P1, . . . , Pm, Q1, . . . , Qn of G and elements g1, . . . , gm,
h1, . . . , hn of G such that

(1.1) G =

m⋃
i=1

Pigi =

n⋃
j=1

Qjhj .

It is well known [34] that G admits a paradoxical decomposition if and only if it is
non-amenable. The minimal possible value of m+ n in a paradoxical decomposition of G
is called the Tarski number of G and denoted by T (G).

The definition stated above (with the elements g1, . . . , gm, h1, . . . , hn acting on the left)
appears both in [34] and [30]. A slightly different definition of a paradoxical decompo-
sition (see, for example, [1]) requires the sets P1, . . . , Pm, Q1, . . . , Qn to cover the entire
group G and each of the unions

⋃m
i=1 Pigi and

⋃n
j=1Qjhj to be disjoint. This alternative

definition leads to the same notion of Tarski number: this follows from the proof of [29,
Proposition 1.2] and Remark 2.2 below, but for completeness we will prove the equivalence
of the two definitions of Tarski numbers in Appendix A.

It is clear that for any paradoxical decomposition we must have m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 2, so
the minimal possible value of Tarski number is 4. By a theorem of Jónsson and Dekker
(see, for example, [30, Theorem 5.8.38]), T (G) = 4 if and only if G contains a non-Abelian
free subgroup.

The problem of describing the set of Tarski numbers of groups has been formulated in
[1], and the following results have been proved there:
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Theorem 1.2 ([1]).

(i) The Tarski number of any torsion group is at least 6.
(ii) The Tarski number of any non-cyclic free Burnside group of odd exponent ≥ 665

is between 6 and 14.

For quite some time it was unknown if the set of Tarski numbers is infinite. That
question was asked by Ozawa [26] and answered in the positive by the third author. For
every m ≥ 1 let Amenm (resp. Finm) be the class of all groups where all m-generated
subgroups are amenable (resp. finite). For example, Amen1 is the class of all groups and
Fin1 is the class of all torsion groups. Clearly Finm ⊆ Amenm for every m. Ozawa noticed
[26] that all groups in Amenm have Tarski number at least m + 3, and the third author
observed that Finm (for every m) contains non-amenable groups. This immediately follows
from two results about Golod-Shafarevich groups proved in [5] and [6] (see § 4.1 below).
Thus there exist non-amenable groups with arbitrarily large Tarski numbers.

In fact, results of [5, 6] imply the following much stronger statement (see § 4 for details).

Theorem 1.3. There exists a finitely generated non-amenable group H such that for every
m ≥ 1, H has a finite index subgroup Hm lying in Finm and hence Hm is a non-amenable
group with Tarski number at least m+ 3. Moreover, for every prime p we can assume that
H is a residually-p group.

Remark 1.4. Since subgroups of finite index are quasi-isometric to the whole group,
Theorem 1.3 implies that for some natural number t > 4, the property of having Tarski
number t is not invariant under quasi-isometry. We do not know what the number t is, i.e.,
what is the Tarski number of the group H from Theorem 1.3. The only estimates we have
are based on a rough calculation of the isoperimetric constant of the group H which gives

an enormous upper bound for t (about 10108
). Note that a well-known question of Benson

Farb asks whether the property of finitely generated groups of having a non-Abelian free
subgroup is invariant under quasi-isometry. In view of the result of Jónsson and Dekker
this is equivalent to the question whether the property of having Tarski number 4 is
invariant under quasi-isometry.

We now turn to the discussion of our results.

1.1. Tarski numbers of subgroups and quotients. If H is a non-amenable group
which is either a subgroup or a quotient of a group G, it is easy to see that T (G) ≤ T (H)
(for a proof see [30, Theorems 5.8.13, 5.8.16]). Conversely, in many cases it is possible
to find an explicit upper bound on T (H) in terms of T (G). Our results of this type are
collected in the following theorem:

Theorem A. Let G be a non-amenable group and H a subgroup of G.

(a) Suppose that H has finite index in G. Then

T (H)− 2 ≤ [G : H](T (G)− 2).

(b) Let V be a variety of groups where all groups are amenable and relatively free
groups are right orderable. Then there exists a function f : N → N (depending
only on V) with the following property: if H is normal in G and G/H ∈ V, then
T (H) ≤ f(T (G)).

(c) Assume that H is normal and amenable. Then T (G/H) = T (G).
(d) Assume that G = H ×K for some K. Then min{T (H), T (K)} ≤ 2(T (G)− 1)2.
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Remarks 1.5. (i) There is an obvious similarity between Theorem A(a) and the Schreier
index formula. The main difference with the latter is that we do not know whether the
above inequality can become an equality (for H 6= G), and if not, how large the ratio
T (H)−2
T (G)−2 can be compared to the index [G : H]. We do know that dependence on the index

cannot be eliminated in view of Theorem 1.3.
(ii) Varieties V for which the hypotheses of Theorem A(b) hold include the variety of all

Abelian groups and more generally all solvable groups of a given class [23]. In particular,
if G/H is cyclic, Theorem A(b) yields a (non-trivial) lower bound on T (G) in terms of
T (H) alone (independent of the size of G/H). This special case will be used to prove
Theorem B below.

(iii) We do not know if T (H ×K) can be strictly smaller than the minimum of T (H)
and T (K). By Theorem A(c) the inequality becomes an equality if one of the groups H
or K is amenable. For the case K = H see [30, Problem 5.9.23].

1.2. Unbounded Tarski numbers. It is clear that non-amenable groups from Amenm
must have at least m + 1 generators. Thus the already mentioned results about groups
with arbitrarily large Tarski numbers give rise to the following natural question:

Question 1.6. Is there a relation between the minimal number of generators of a non-
amenable group and its Tarski number?

The next theorem shows that the answer is negative.

Theorem B. The set of Tarski numbers of 2-generated non-amenable groups is infinite.
Moreover, the set of Tarski numbers of 2-generated infinite groups with property (T) is
infinite.

To prove Theorem B we use a construction from [24] to embed any finitely generated
group G from Finm into a 2-generated subgroup H of a group which is an extension of
a group from Finm by a finite metabelian group. The construction ensures that H has
property (T ) whenever G does, and the lower bound on the Tarski number of H then
follows from Theorem A(b).

Theorem B has an interesting application to cogrowth and spectral radius (for the
definition of cogrowth and spectral radius see [1]; note that both quantities are invariants
of a marked group, that is, a group with a chosen finite generating set). Recall that the
maximal possible cogrowth of an m-generated group is 2m− 1 and the maximal spectral
radius is 1. If m > 1, an m-generated group is amenable if and only if its cogrowth is
exactly 2m−1 and if and only if the spectral radius is 1. The formulas from [1, Section IV]
relating the Tarski number with the cogrowth and spectral radius of a group immediately
imply the following:

Corollary 1.7. For every ε > 0 there exists a 2-generated non-amenable group G such
that every 2-generated subgroup 〈x, y〉 of G has cogrowth at least 3− ε (with respect to the
generating set {x, y}) and spectral radius at least 1− ε.

Note that since there are 2-generated amenable groups (say, the lamplighter group
Z/2Z o Z) which are inductive limits of 2-generated non-amenable groups [14], there are
2-generated non-amenable groups with cogrowth arbitrarily close to 3. But all previously
known examples of such groups contain non-Abelian free subgroups and so they have
2-generated subgroups with cogrowth 0.

Theorem A(a) and Theorem 1.3 for p = 2 yield another interesting corollary which is
somewhat similar to the Bertrand postulate for prime numbers.
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Corollary 1.8 (See Theorem 4.8). For every sufficiently large natural number n, there
exists a group with Tarski number between n and 2n.

1.3. Explicit values. The final problem we address in this paper is precise calculation
of Tarski numbers. Prior to this paper there were no examples of non-amenable groups
without free subgroups whose Tarski number had been determined. In fact, no integer > 4
was known to be the Tarski number of a group. We will show, using the cost of groups
and random forests on their Cayley graphs, that there exist groups (in fact, a large class
of groups) with Tarski number 5 and (a large class of) groups with Tarski number 6. In
what follows, C(G) will denote the cost of a group G. The definition of the cost of a group
appears in § 5.

Theorem C. Let G be a group generated by 3 elements such that C(G) ≥ 5/2. The
following hold:

(i) T (G) ≤ 6. In particular, if G is torsion, then T (G) = 6.
(ii) Assume in addition that one of the 3 generators of G has infinite order. Then
T (G) ≤ 5. In particular, if G does not contain a non-Abelian free subgroup, then
T (G) = 5.

Note that in [25], Osin showed that for any integer d ≥ 2 and any ε > 0 there exists a
d-generated torsion group G with β1(G) ≥ d − 1 − ε, where β1(G) denotes the first L2-
Betti number of G. By [10, Corollary 3.23], for every countable infinite group G we have
C(G) ≥ β1(G) + 1. Thus, torsion groups satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem C(i) (and
therefore having Tarski number 6) do exist. Moreover, one can construct such groups with
very explicit presentations (see Appendix B). The last assertion of Theorem C(i) follows
from Theorem 1.2(i).

To our knowledge, groups satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem C(ii) do not appear
in the literature. However, a slight modification of Osin’s construction [25] yields such a
group. For further details and very explicit presentations of groups with Tarski number 5
see Appendix B.

Remark 1.9. One can define the notion of Tarski numbers for group actions (in complete
analogy with the group case). The question of which integers arise as Tarski numbers
of group actions has been completely settled in a recent paper of the second author [11],
where it is proved that every integer ≥ 4 is the Tarski number of a faithful transitive
action of a free group.

Organization. In § 2 we introduce basic graph-theoretic terminology and give a graph-
theoretic interpretation of paradoxical decompositions. In § 3 we prove Theorem A. In
§ 4 we prove Theorem B and discuss some related results. In § 5 we prove Theorem C. In
Appendix A we prove the equivalence of two definitions of Tarski numbers. In Appendix B
we describe explicit constructions of groups with Tarski number 5 and groups with Tarski
number 6. Finally, Appendix C contains a brief introduction to Golod-Shafarevich groups.

Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Rostislav Grigorchuk, Damien
Gaboriau, Andrei Jaikin-Zapirain, Wolfgang Lück, Russell Lyons, Nikolay Nikolov, Denis
Osin, Dan Salajan and Andreas Thom for useful discussions and Narutaka Ozawa for
posting question [26].
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2. Preliminaries

2.1. k-paradoxical decompositions. It will be convenient to slightly generalize the no-
tion of paradoxical decomposition defined in the introduction (this generalization is also
used, in particular, in [29]).

Definition 2.1. Let G be a group and k ≥ 2 an integer. Suppose that there exist finite
subsets S1 = {g1,1, . . . , g1,n1}, . . . , Sk = {gk,1, . . . , gk,nk

} of G and disjoint subsets {Pij :
1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ ni} of G such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have G =

⋃ni
j=1 Pi,jgi,j . Then

we will say that G admits a k-paradoxical decomposition with translating sets S1, . . . , Sk.
The set ∪ki=1Si will be called the total translating set of the decomposition.

Note that 2-paradoxical decompositions are paradoxical decompositions in the usual
sense. Every k-paradoxical decomposition with translating sets S1, ..., Sk “contains” a 2-
paradoxical decomposition with translating sets S1, S2. Conversely, given a 2-paradoxical
decomposition of a group G, there is a simple way to construct a k-paradoxical decom-
position of G for arbitrarily large k (see Lemma 3.3). We will mostly use 2-paradoxical
decompositions, but 4-paradoxical decompositions will naturally arise in the proof of The-
orem A(b).

The following result is obvious:

Remark 2.2. If G has a k-paradoxical decomposition with translating sets S1, . . . , Sk,
then G also has a k-paradoxical decomposition with translating sets S1g1, . . . , Skgk for any
given g1, . . . , gk ∈ G. In particular, we can always assume that 1 ∈ Si for each i.

Next we introduce some graph-theoretic terminology which is convenient for dealing
with paradoxical decompositions. We will mostly work with oriented graphs, which will
be allowed to have loops and multiple edges. In some cases edges of our graphs will be
colored and/or labeled. The sets of vertices and edges of a graph Γ will be denoted by
V (Γ) and E(Γ), respectively. If edges of Γ are colored using colors {1, . . . , k}, we denote
by Ei(Γ) the set of edges of color i.

Definition 2.3.

(i) Let k be a positive integer. An oriented graph Γ will be called a k-graph if at each
vertex of Γ there are (precisely) k incoming edges and at most one outgoing edge.

(ii) A k-graph Γ will be called evenly colored if the edges of Γ are colored using k colors
and at each vertex of Γ the k incoming edges all have different colors.

Let G be a group and S a subset of G. The Cayley graph Cay(G,S) is the oriented
graph with vertex set G and a directed edge from g to gs for every g ∈ G and s ∈ S.
The edge (g, gs) will be labeled by the element s. We will also need the colored version of
Cayley graphs.

Definition 2.4. Let S1, . . . , Sk be subsets of a group G. Let Ei be the edge set of
Cay(G,Si), and define Cay(G, (S1, . . . , Sk)) to be the colored graph with vertex set G and
edge set tki=1Ei where edges in Ei are colored with color i. Note that if the sets S1, . . . , Sk
are not disjoint, the graph Cay(G, (S1, . . . , Sk)) will have multiple edges, but there will be
at most one edge of a given color between any two vertices.

One can reformulate the notion of k-paradoxical decomposition in terms of k-subgraphs
of colored Cayley graphs as follows. Recall that a subgraph Γ′ of a graph Γ is called
spanning if it contains all vertices of Γ.

Lemma 2.5. Let S1, . . . , Sk be finite subsets of a group G. The following are equivalent:
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(i) G admits a k-paradoxical decomposition with translating sets S1, . . . , Sk.
(ii) The colored Cayley graph Cay(G, (S1, . . . , Sk)) contains a spanning evenly colored

k-subgraph.

Proof. Assume that (ii) holds, and let Γ be a spanning evenly colored k-subgraph of
Cay(G, (S1, . . . , Sk)). For 1 ≤ i ≤ k choose an ordering gi,1, . . . , gi,ni of the elements of Si.

For 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ ni let Pi,j be the set of tail vertices of all edges of Γ which
have color i and label gi,j , that is,

Pi,j = {g ∈ G : (g, ggi,j) ∈ Ei(Γ)}.

Since every vertex of Γ has at most one outgoing edge, the sets Pi,j are disjoint.
On the other hand note that Pi,jgi,j is the set of head vertices of all edges of Γ of color

i labeled by gi,j . Since every vertex of Γ has exactly one incoming edge of any given
color, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have G = tni

j=1Pi,jgi,j . Therefore, G has a k-paradoxical

decomposition with translating sets S1, . . . , Sk and pieces Pi,j , so (i) holds.
Conversely, suppose that (i) holds. In the notations of the definition of a k-paradoxical

decomposition we can assume that the unions ∪ni
j=1Pi,jgi,j are disjoint (by making the sets

Pi,j smaller if needed). The rest of the proof is completely analogous to the implication
“(ii)⇒ (i)”. �

Given an oriented graph Γ and a finite subset A of V (Γ), we put

V +
Γ (A) = {v ∈ V (Γ) : (a, v) ∈ E(Γ) for some a ∈ A};
V −Γ (A) = {v ∈ V (Γ) : (v, a) ∈ E(Γ) for some a ∈ A}.

In other words, V +
Γ (A) is the set of head vertices of all edges whose tail vertex lies in A,

and V −Γ (A) is the set of tail vertices of all edges whose head vertex lies in A.
If in addition E(Γ) is colored using colors {1, . . . , k}, we put

V −,iΓ (A) = {v ∈ V (Γ) : (v, a) ∈ Ei(Γ) for some a ∈ A}

(recall that Ei(Γ) is the set of edges of Γ of color i).
A convenient tool for constructing k-subgraphs is the following version of the P. Hall

marriage theorem.

Theorem 2.6. Let Γ be a locally finite oriented graph and k ≥ 1 an integer.

(i) Assume that for every finite subset A of V (Γ) we have |V −Γ (A)| ≥ k|A|. Then Γ
contains a spanning k-subgraph.

(ii) Suppose now that edges of Γ are colored using colors {1, . . . , k}. Assume that for
any finite subsets A1, . . . , Ak of V (Γ) we have

(2.1) | ∪ki=1 V
−,i

Γ (Ai)| ≥
k∑
i=1

|Ai|.

Then Γ contains a spanning evenly colored k-subgraph.

Proof. A slight modification of the usual form of P. Hall theorem (see, for example, [30,
Lemma 5.8.25]) asserts the following:

Lemma 2.7. Let k ≥ 1 be an integer, I and S any sets and {Sα}α∈I a collection of finite
subsets of S. Suppose that for any finite subset J ⊆ I we have | ∪α∈J Sα| ≥ k|J |. Then
there exist pairwise disjoint k-element subsets {Xα}α∈I such that Xα ⊆ Sα for all α.
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This immediately implies part (i).
In the setting of (ii), let S = V (Γ), I = V (Γ) × {1, . . . , k}, and for α = (v, i) ∈ I

put Sα = {w ∈ V (Γ) : (w, v) ∈ Ei(Γ)}, that is, Sα is the set of tail vertices of edges of
color i in Γ whose head vertex is v. Condition (2.1) means precisely that Lemma 2.7 is
applicable to this collection for k = 1. If {xα}α∈I is the resulting set of vertices, let Λ be
the spanning subgraph of Γ with edges of the form (x(v,i), v) ∈ Ei(Γ) for every (v, i) ∈ I.
It is clear that Λ is an evenly colored k-subgraph. �

Note that part (i) of Theorem 2.6 for arbitrary k ≥ 1 can be easily deduced from part (ii):
starting with an uncolored graph Γ, we consider the colored graph Γk with V (Γk) = V (Γ)
and Ei(Γk) = E(Γ) for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then the assumption |V −Γ (A)| ≥ k|A| ensures that
(ii) is applicable to Γk.

3. Tarski numbers and extensions

In this section we will prove Theorem A. The proofs of parts (a) and (b) of that theorem
will be based on Proposition 3.1 below. For the convenience of the reader we will restate
all parts of the above theorem in this section.

Throughout the section G will denote a fixed non-amenable group and H a subgroup
of G. When H is normal, ρ : G→ G/H will denote the natural homomorphism. Let T be
a right transversal of H in G, that is, a subset of G which contains precisely one element
from each right coset of H. Thus, there exist unique maps πH : G → H and πT : G → T
such that g = πH(g)πT (g) for all g ∈ G. We shall also assume that 1 ∈ T .

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that G has a k-paradoxical decomposition with translating sets
S1, . . . , Sk and assume that 1 ∈ S1. Let S = ∪ki=1Si. Let F be a subset of T , let Φi =

πT (FS−1
i ) and Φ = πT (FS−1) = ∪ki=1Φi. Finally, let S′i = ΦiSiF

−1 ∩H.

(i) Suppose that |Φ| = |F |. Then H has a k-paradoxical decomposition with translating

sets S′1, . . . , S
′
k. Therefore, T (H) ≤

∑k
i=1 |S′i|.

(ii) Suppose that |Φ| ≤ k
2 |F |. Then H has a 2-paradoxical decomposition with total

translating set ∪ki=1S
′
i. Therefore, T (H) ≤ 2

∑k
i=1 |S′i|.

Proof. (i) By Lemma 2.5, the Cayley graph Cay(G, (S1, . . . , Sk)) contains a spanning
evenly colored k-subgraph Γ. Let Γ0 be the subgraph of Γ with vertex set HFS−1 = HΦ
which contains an edge (g, g′) of color i if and only if g′ ∈ HF and g ∈ HFS−1

i = HΦi.
Note that by construction Γ0 contains all edges of Γ whose head vertex lies in HF .

Let Λ be the quotient graph of Γ0 in which we glue two vertices g and g′ of Γ0 if and
only if they have the same H-component, that is, πH(g) = πH(g′). We do not make any
edge identifications during this process, so typically Λ will have plenty of multiple edges.
We can naturally identify the vertex set of Λ with H.

We claim that the graph Λ satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.6(ii). By construction,
every vertex of Λ has at most |Φ| outgoing edges. Since |Φ| = |F |, it suffices to show that

for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and every finite subset A of H we have |E−,iΛ (A)| ≥ |F ||A| where

E−,iΛ (A) is the set of edges of color i whose head vertex lies in A. The latter statement is
clear since (again by construction) every vertex of Λ has |F | incoming edges of each color.

Thus, by Theorem 2.6(ii) Λ contains a spanning evenly colored k-subgraph. By Lemma
2.5, to finish the proof of (i) it suffices to check that every edge of Λ of color i is labeled by
an element of S′i. Indeed, every edge e = (h, h′) ∈ Ei(Λ) comes from an edge (hfi, h

′f) ∈
Ei(Γ) for some f ∈ F and fi ∈ Φi. Hence

label(e) = h−1h′ = fi((hfi)
−1h′f)f−1 ∈ ΦiSiF

−1 ∩H = S′i.
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The proof of (ii) is almost identical except that we do not keep track of colors. The

same counting argument shows that |V −Λ (A)| ≥ k|A||F |
|Φ| ≥ 2|A|. Hence by Theorem 2.6(i),

Λ contains a spanning 2-subgraph, and by the above computation all edges of Λ are
labeled by elements of S′ = ∪ki=1S

′
i. Hence Cay(G,S′) contains a spanning 2-subgraph, so

Cay(G, (S′, S′)) contains a spanning evenly colored 2-subgraph. �

Theorem A(a). Let G be a non-amenable group and H a subgroup of finite index in G.
Then T (H)− 2 ≤ [G : H](T (G)− 2).

Proof. Choose a paradoxical decomposition of G with translating sets S1 and S2 such
that |S1| + |S2| = T (G) and 1 ∈ S1 ∩ S2 (this is possible by Remark 2.2), and apply
Proposition 3.1 to that decomposition with F = T . Then Φi = Φ = T for each i, so
hypotheses of Proposition 3.1(i) hold.

Note that for each t′ ∈ T and g ∈ G there exists a unique t ∈ T such that t′gt−1 ∈ H.
Moreover, if g = 1, then t = t′ and therefore t′gt−1 = 1. Hence for i = 1, 2 we have

|S′i| = |ΦiSiF
−1 ∩H| = |TSiT−1 ∩H| ≤ |T |(|Si| − 1) + 1

(here we use the fact that each Si contains 1). Hence T (H) ≤ |S′1|+ |S′2| ≤ [G : H](|S1|+
|S2| − 2) + 2 = [G : H](T (G)− 2) + 2. �

For the proof of Theorem A(b) we will need the following two additional lemmas.

Lemma 3.2. Let a variety V be as in Theorem A(b). Then there exists a function g : N→
N such that for every Z ∈ V and every n-element subset U ⊆ Z there exists a finite set
F ⊆ Z with |F | ≤ g(n), for which |FU | ≤ 2|F |.
Proof. Fix n ∈ N. Let Vn be the relatively free group of V of rank n. Let X = {x1, . . . , xn}
be the set of free generators of Vn. Since Vn is amenable, by the Følner criterion [34], there
exists a finite subset F ′ ⊆ Vn such that |F ′X| ≤ 2|F ′|. We can assume that F ′ has the
smallest possible number of elements and define g(n) = |F ′|. Given a group Z ∈ V and
an n-element subset U ⊆ Z, let ϕ be the homomorphism Vn → Z which sends xi to the
corresponding element of U . Let ≺ be a total right-invariant order on Vn. Let

R = {r ∈ F ′ : there exists f ∈ F ′ with f ≺ r and ϕ(f) = ϕ(r)}.
Clearly R is a proper subset of F ′, so the minimality of F ′ implies |RX| > 2|R|. Note
that ϕ(F ′) = ϕ(F ′ \ R) and ϕ is injective on F ′ \ R. Since ≺ is right-invariant, for every
x ∈ X and r ∈ R there exists f ∈ F ′ such that fx ≺ rx and ϕ(fx) = ϕ(rx). Hence
ϕ(F ′)U = ϕ(F ′X) = ϕ(F ′X \RX), so

|ϕ(F ′)U | ≤ |ϕ(F ′X \RX)| ≤ |F ′X| − |RX| ≤ 2|F ′| − 2|R|
= 2|F ′ \R| = 2|ϕ(F ′ \R)| = 2|ϕ(F ′)|.

Thus we can take F = ϕ(F ′). �

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that a group G has a k-paradoxical decomposition with translating
sets S1, . . . , Sk and an l-paradoxical decomposition with translating sets T1, . . . , Tl. Then
G has a kl-paradoxical decomposition with translating sets {SiTj}.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, the Cayley graphs Cay(G, (S1, . . . , Sk)) and Cay(G, (T1, . . . , Tl))
have spanning evenly colored k-subgraph Γk and l-subgraph Γl, respectively. Let Γ = ΓkΓl
be the graph with vertex set G and edge set

E(Γ) = {(g, g′) ∈ G×G : there is x ∈ G s.t. (g, x) ∈ E(Γk) and (x, g′) ∈ E(Γl)}.
In other words, edges of Γ are (oriented) paths of length 2 where the first edge of the path
lies in Γk and the second lies in Γl. Using the colorings of Γk and Γl, we can naturally color
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E(Γ) with kl colors. It is clear that Γ will become a spanning evenly colored kl-graph,
representing a kl-paradoxical decomposition with translating sets {SiTj}. �

Theorem A(b). Let V be a variety of groups where all groups are amenable and relatively
free groups are right orderable. Then there exists a function f : N → N (depending only
on V) with the following property: if a non-amenable group G has a normal subgroup H
such that G/H ∈ V, then T (H) ≤ f(T (G)).

Proof. Let n = T (G) and Z = G/H. Recall that ρ : G→ Z is the natural homomorphism.
By Lemma 3.3, G has a 4-paradoxical decomposition with translating sets S1, S2, S3, S4

such that 1 ∈ S1 and
4∑
i=1

|Si| ≤ n2.

Let S = ∪4
i=1Si. By Lemma 3.2 applied to the set U = ρ(S−1), there exists F ⊆ Z with

|F | ≤ g(n2) such that |FU | ≤ 2|F |. Let F = ρ−1(F )∩T . Then |F | = |F | and ρ bijectively
maps Φ = πT (FS−1) onto FU . Therefore, hypotheses of Proposition 3.1(ii) hold, and we
deduce that H has a 2-paradoxical decomposition with total translating set ∪4

i=1S
′
i (where

S′i are defined as in Proposition 3.1). Clearly, |S′i| ≤ |Si||F ||Φ| = |Si||F ||FU | ≤ 2|Si||F |2,

and therefore T (H) ≤ 2
∑4

i=1 2|Si||F |2 ≤ 4n2g(n2)2. �

For the proof of Theorem A(c) we will need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.4. Assume that H is normal and amenable. Suppose that U1, U2 ⊆ G are
finite subsets such that for every pair of finite subsets F1, F2 ⊆ G we have |

⋃2
i=1 FiUi| ≥∑2

i=1 |Fi|. Let U ′i = ρ(Ui). Then for every pair of finite subsets F ′1, F
′
2 ⊆ G/H we have

|
⋃2
i=1 F

′
iU
′
i | ≥

∑2
i=1 |F ′i |.

Proof. Let U = U1 ∪ U2. Let ψ : G/H → T be the unique map such that ρψ(gH) = gH
for all g ∈ G. Note that ψ is a bijection and ψρ(g) = πT (g) for all g ∈ G.

Fix ε > 0. Let F ′1, F
′
2 ⊆ G/H be finite sets, let F ′′i = ψ(F ′i ) and F ′′ = F ′′1 ∪ F ′′2 . Let

UH = πH(F ′′U). Since UH ⊆ H is a finite subset of the amenable group H, by Følner’s
criterion, there exists a finite set FH ⊆ H such that |FHUH | < (1 + ε)|FH |. Define
Fi = FHF

′′
i ⊆ G. Since FH ⊆ H and F ′′i ⊆ T , we have |Fi| = |FH ||F ′′i | = |FH ||F ′i |.

Note that FiUi ⊆ (FHUH)ψ(F ′iU
′
i). Indeed,

FiUi = FHF
′′
i Ui ⊆ FHπH(F ′′i Ui)πT (F ′′i Ui) ⊆ FHUH · ψρ(F ′′i Ui)

= FHUHψ(ρ(F ′′i )ρ(Ui)) = FHUHψ(F ′iU
′
i).

Therefore,
⋃2
i=1 FiUi ⊆

⋃2
i=1 FHUHψ(F ′iU

′
i) = FHUHψ(

⋃2
i=1 F

′
iU
′
i). Hence, |

⋃2
i=1 FiUi| ≤

|FHUH ||
⋃2
i=1 F

′
iU
′
i |. Since |

⋃2
i=1 FiUi| ≥

∑2
i=1 |Fi| by the hypotheses of the theorem, we

get |FHUH ||
⋃2
i=1 F

′
iU
′
i | ≥

∑2
i=1 |FH ||F ′i |. Hence (1 + ε)|FH ||

⋃2
i=1 F

′
iU
′
i | ≥

∑2
i=1 |FH ||F ′i |

and (1+ε)|
⋃2
i=1 F

′
iU
′
i | ≥

∑2
i=1 |F ′i |. Since the inequality holds for every ε > 0, we conclude

that |
⋃2
i=1 F

′
iU
′
i | ≥

∑2
i=1 |F ′i |. �

Theorem A(c). Let G be a non-amenable group with an amenable normal subgroup H.
Then T (G/H) = T (G).

Proof. Let n = T (G) and choose a paradoxical decomposition of G with |S1| + |S2| =
n. By Lemma 2.5, the Cayley graph Cay(G, (S1, S2)) contains a spanning evenly col-
ored 2-subgraph Γ. In particular, for every pair of finite subsets F1, F2 ⊆ G we have
|
⋃2
i=1 FiS

−1
i | ≥

∑2
i=1 |Fi|. By Lemma 3.4 the Cayley graph Γ′ = Cay(G/H, (ρ(S1), ρ(S2)))
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satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.6(ii) with k = 2. Thus, Γ′ contains a spanning evenly
colored 2-subgraph. Therefore T (G/H) ≤ |ρ(S1)|+ |ρ(S2)| ≤ T (G). �

To prove Theorem A(d) we will use the following variation of Lemma 3.4.

Lemma 3.5. Let G = H1 ×H2, and let U ⊆ G be a finite subset such that for each finite
subset F ⊆ G we have |FU | ≥ 2|F |. Let U1 = π1(U) and U2 = π2(U) where π1 and π2

are the projections onto H1 and H2 respectively. Then for some i ∈ {1, 2} for any finite
subset Fi ⊆ Hi we have |Fi(Ui)2| ≥ 2|Fi|.

Proof. If |F1U1| ≥
√

2|F1| for each finite subset F1 ⊆ H1, then replacing the finite subset F1

by F1U1, we get |F1(U1)2| = |(F1U1)U1| ≥
√

2|F1U1| ≥ 2|F1| and we are done. Otherwise,
fix F1 ⊆ H1 such that |F1U1| <

√
2|F1|. Given a finite subset F2 ⊆ H2, let F = F1 × F2.

Note that U ⊆ U1 × U2 implies that

(F1U1)× (F2U2) = (F1 × F2)(U1 × U2) ⊇ FU.

Therefore |F1U1||F2U2| ≥ |FU | ≥ 2|F | = 2|F1||F2|. Hence |F2U2| ≥ 2 |F1|
|F1U1| |F2| ≥

√
2|F2|.

As before replacing F2 by F2U2 yields the required inequality. �

Theorem A(d). Let G = H1×H2 be a non amenable group. Then min{T (H1), T (H2)} ≤
2(T (G)− 1)2.

Proof. Let n = T (G) and choose a paradoxical decomposition of G with |S1| + |S2| = n
and 1 ∈ S1 ∩ S2. By Lemma 2.5, the Cayley graph Cay(G, (S1, S2)) contains a spanning
evenly colored 2-subgraph Γ. In particular, for U = S1 ∪ S2 and every finite F ⊆ G we
have |FU−1| ≥ 2|F |. Let U1 = π1(U), U2 = π2(U). By Lemma 3.5, for i = 1 or i = 2
the Cayley graph Cay(Hi, (Ui)

2) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.6(i) with k = 2.
Thus, Cay(Hi, (Ui)

2) contains a spanning 2-subgraph, so Cay(Hi, ((Ui)
2, (Ui)

2)) contains
a spanning evenly colored 2-subgraph. Therefore T (Hi) ≤ 2|Ui|2 ≤ 2|U |2 ≤ 2(n− 1)2. �

4. Unbounded Tarski numbers

In this section we will prove Theorem B and discuss Theorem 1.3 and its corollaries.

4.1. Lower bound on Tarski numbers. We start with a simple lemma which can be
used to bound Tarski numbers from below. Part (a) is an observation of Ozawa from [26]
and part (b) is a natural generalization of Theorem 1.2(i).

Lemma 4.1. Assume that G has a paradoxical decomposition with translating sets S1 and
S2. Then

(a) The subgroup generated by S1 ∪ S2 is non-amenable.
(b) The subgroup generated by Si is infinite for i = 1, 2.

Proof. (a) Let H be the subgroup generated by S1 ∪S2. Intersecting each set in the given
paradoxical decomposition of G with H gives a paradoxical decomposition of H with the
same sets of translating elements.

(b) By Lemma 2.5, the colored Cayley graph Cay(G, (S1, S2)) has a spanning evenly
colored 2-subgraph Γ. Choose any edge of Γ of color 2, and let g0 be the tail vertex of
that edge. Let g1, g2, . . . be the sequence of elements of G defined by the condition that
(gi+1, gi) is an edge of color 1 in Γ for all i ≥ 0 (such a sequence is unique since each vertex
has a unique incoming edge of color 1 in Γ).

We claim that all elements gi are distinct. Indeed, suppose that gi = gj for i < j, and
assume that i and j are the smallest with this property. If i > 0, the vertex gi would have
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two outgoing edges in Γ, namely (gi, gi−1) and (gj , gj−1), a contradiction. If i = 0, we get
a contradiction with the assumption that g0 has an outgoing edge of color 2.

By construction, all elements g−1
0 gi lie in the subgroup generated by S1, so this subgroup

must be infinite. By the same argument, the subgroup generated by S2 is infinite. �

Recall that Amenm (resp. Finm) denotes the class of groups in which all m-generated
subgroups are amenable (resp. finite). Combining Lemma 4.1 and Remark 2.2, we deduce
the following statement:

Corollary 4.2. Let G be a non-amenable group and m ∈ N. The following hold:

(i) If G belongs to Amenm, then T (G) ≥ m+ 3.
(ii) If G belongs to Finm, then T (G) ≥ 2m+ 4.

In particular, to prove that groups with unbounded Tarski numbers exist, it suffices to
know that Amenm contains non-amenable groups for every m. As noticed in [26], already
Finm contains non-amenable groups for every m – this follows from the next two theorems
on Golod-Shafarevich groups:

(i) (see [5]) Every Golod-Shafarevich group has an infinite quotient with property (T ).
In particular, every Golod-Shafarevich group is non-amenable.

(ii) (see [12], [7, Theorem 3.3]) For every m there exists an (m+ 1)-generated Golod-
Shafarevich group in Finm.

Since the class Finm is obviously closed under taking quotients, (i) and (ii) actually
yield a stronger corollary, which will be needed to prove Theorem B:

Corollary 4.3. For every m ∈ N there exists an infinite property (T ) group in Finm.

4.2. Proof of Theorem B. Recall the formulation of the theorem:

Theorem B. The set of Tarski numbers of 2-generated non-amenable groups is infinite.
Moreover, the set of Tarski numbers of 2-generated infinite groups with property (T ) is
infinite.

The proof of Theorem B is based on Theorem 4.4 below which is proved using results
and ideas from the classical paper by Bernhard Neumann and Hanna Neumann [24].

Theorem 4.4. Let G be a finitely generated group. The following hold:

(a) The derived subgroup [G,G] of G embeds into a 2-generated subgroup H of a wreath
product G o Cn for a sufficiently large n ∈ N where Cn is the cyclic group of order
n. Moreover, H contains the derived subgroup [Gn, Gn] = [G,G]n of the base group
of the wreath product.

(b) Assume in addition that G is torsion. Then G embeds into a 2-generated subgroup
H of a group L which is an extension of a finite direct power Gn of G (for some
n ∈ N) by a finite metabelian group.

(c) Assume in addition that G has property (T ). Then in both (a) and (b) H has
property (T ).

Proof. (a) Let d be the number of generators of G. Take any n > 222d
. Let z be a generator

of Cn. For an element g ∈ G let δ(g) : Cn → G be the function given by δ(g)(1) = g and
δ(h)(c) = 1 for c 6= 1. Let X = {x1, . . . , xd} be a generating set of G, and define the
function a : Cn → G by

a(zk) =

{
xi if k = 22i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ d,
1 otherwise.
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Let H be the subgroup of G o Cn generated by a and z. Then it is easy to see that

[az
−22i

, az
−22j

] = δ([xi, xj ]). For every word w in x±1
i , the function δ([xi, xj ]

w) can be
obtained from δ([xi, xj ]) by conjugation by a product of elements of the form az

m
. Thus,

H contains all functions of the form δ([xi, xj ]
w), and clearly these functions generate the

subgroup G1 of Gn consisting of all functions f with f(1) ∈ [G,G], f(c) = 1 if c 6= 1.
Since z ∈ H, the subgroup H contains all conjugates Gz

m

1 , hence it contains the derived
subgroup of the base group of G o Cn.

(b) Again let d be the number of generators of G. Since G is torsion, by [24, Lemma 4.1]
G embeds into the derived subgroup of the (k+1)-generated group W = G oCn where n is
the least common multiple of the orders of the generators of G. By (a), [W,W ] embeds into
a 2-generated subgroup of the group L = W o Cm for some m, and the proof is complete.

(c) We will prove the result in the setting of (a); the proof in the setting of (b) is
analogous. Since G has property (T ), the abelianization G/[G,G] is finite. Therefore
[G,G]n is a finite index subgroup of G oCn, so in particular [G,G]n has finite index in H.
Since the direct product of two groups with property (T ) has property (T ) and property
(T ) is preserved by finite index subgroups and overgroups (see [2]), we conclude that H
has property (T ). �

Now let f1 : N → N and f2 : N → N be the functions from Theorem A(b) correspond-
ing to the varieties of Abelian groups and metabelian groups, respectively, and define
g1, g2 : N→ N by gi(x) = min{t : fi(t) ≥ x}. Clearly, gi(x)→∞ as x→∞.

Corollary 4.5. Let G be any finitely generated non-amenable group from Finm. In the
above notations the following hold:

(a) G embeds into a 2-generated group H with T (H) ≥ g2(2m+ 4).
(b) [G,G] embeds into a 2-generated group H with T (H) ≥ g1(2m+ 4).
(c) If G has property (T ), then in both (a) and (b) H also has property (T ).

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 4.4, Lemma 4.1(b), the obvious fact that if
G lies in Finm, then any finite direct power of G lies in Finm, and the fact that free
metabelian groups and free Abelian groups are right orderable (Remark 1.5(ii)). �

Theorem B now follows immediately from Corollary 4.5 (we can use either (a) or (b)
combined with (c)) and Corollary 4.3.

4.3. The Bertrand-type property of Tarski numbers. As we already stated, Golod-
Shafarevich groups are always non-amenable by [5]. Moreover, if G is a Golod-Shafarevich
group with respect to a prime p, the image of G in its pro-p completion (which is a
residually-p group) is non-amenable. Therefore, Theorem 1.3 is a corollary of the following
result:

Proposition 4.6. Let p be a prime and G a Golod-Shafarevich group with respect to p.
Then there is a quotient H of G which is also Golod-Shafarevich (with respect to p), p-
torsion and such that for every m ∈ N there is a finite index subgroup Hm of H which lies
in Finm.

Proposition 4.6 follows immediately from the proof (but not quite from the statement) of
[6, Lemma 8.8]. For completeness, we will present a self-contained proof of Proposition 4.6
in Appendix C, where we will also define Golod-Shafarevich groups and some related
notions.
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Note that if p ≥ 67, one can deduce Theorem 1.3 from Proposition 4.6 without using
non-amenability of arbitrary Golod-Shafarevich groups (but using the fact that a Golod-
Shafarevich group with respect to p has infinite pro-p completion). Indeed, in that case
there exists a Golod-Shafarevich group G with respect to p with property (T ) (see [7,
Theorem 12.1]), so all infinite quotients of G are automatically non-amenable.

We do not know the answer to the following question, which can be thought of as a
“dual” version of Theorem 1.3.

Problem 4.7. Does there exist a sequence of finitely generated non-amenable groups
{Gn}n∈N such that Gn+1 is a quotient of Gn for each n and T (Gn)→∞ as n→∞?

Note that while by the above argument the group H in Theorem 1.3 (and its subgroups
of finite index) can be chosen to have property (T ), groups Gn satisfying the hypotheses of
Problem 4.7 (if they exist) cannot have property (T ). Indeed, the inductive limit G∞ of a
sequence {Gn} of such groups cannot have a finite Tarski number. Hence G∞ is amenable.
Suppose that one of the groups Gn has property (T ). Then G∞ also has property (T ).
Therefore G∞ is finite, so G∞ has a finite presentation. The relations of that presentation
must follow from the relations of one of the groups Gn. Therefore Gn is a homomorphic
image of G∞, whence Gn is finite, a contradiction.

We conclude this section with the proof of Corollary 1.8 restated below:

Theorem 4.8. For every sufficiently large n there exists a group H with n ≤ T (H) ≤ 2n.

Proof. Let H be a group satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 for p = 2. Then H has
a descending chain of normal subgroups H = H1 ⊃ H2 ⊃ . . . such that [Hi : Hi+1] = 2 for
all i and T (Hi)→∞. Thus, Theorem 4.8 follows from Theorem A(a). �

5. Tarski numbers, cost of groups and random forests

5.1. Cost and random forests. Recall the definition of the cost of a countable group
G (see [9]). Let G be a countable group. Let (X,µ) be a Borel probability measure space
and let Gy X be an almost surely free (i.e., free outside a subset of measure 0) left Borel
action of G on X preserving µ. Let Φ = {ϕi, i = 1, 2, . . .} be a countable collection of
Borel bijections between Borel subsets Ai and Bi of X such that for every x ∈ Ai the
point ϕi(x) belongs to the orbit G · x. Then we can construct a graph with vertex set X
and edges connecting each x ∈ Ai with ϕi(x). If connected components of that graph are
(almost surely) the orbits of G, then we call Φ = {ϕi} a graphing of the action G y X.
The cost of the graphing Φ, denoted by C(Φ), is the sum of measures

∑
µ(Ai). The cost

of the action Gy X, denoted by C(Gy X), is the infimum of costs of all graphings. The
infimum of the costs of all such actions of G is called the cost of the group G and denoted
by C(G). For any finite group G we have C(G) = 1− 1

|G| , whereas if G is countably infinite,

C(G) ≥ 1 (see, for example, [16, Section 29]). If all actions of G have the same cost, then
G is said to have fixed price. It is one of the outstanding open problems, called the Fixed
Price problem, whether every countable group G has fixed price.

The cost of a group G is closely related to the degree of certain G-invariant random
spanning forests on its (unoriented) Cayley graphs. Let G be a group and S a finite
generating set of G. Define the unoriented Cayley graph Cayuo(G,S ∪ S−1) to be the
graph obtained from Cay(G,S ∪ S−1) by replacing every pair of mutually opposite edges
(u, v) and (v, u) by one unoriented edge {u, v}. An edge {g, gs} of Cayuo(G,S ∪S−1) will
be labeled by the formal symbol s±1 (regardless of whether s−1 = s in G or not)

A G-invariant random spanning forest µ on Γ = Cayuo(G,S∪S−1) is a Borel probability
measure on spanning subgraphs of Γ which is supported on forests and G-invariant in the
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following sense. Let ΣΓ be the set of all spanning subgraphs of Γ which can be identified
with the space {0, 1}E(Γ) with the product topology. Let µ be a Borel probability measure
on ΣΓ. We say that µ is supported on forests if µ({Λ ∈ ΣΓ : Λ is a forest}) = 1. The
natural left multiplication action of G on Γ induces the corresponding action of G on ΣΓ.
We say that µ is G-invariant if it is invariant under this action. Since the action of G on
V (Γ) is transitive, if µ is G-invariant, all the vertices of Γ have the same expected degree,
that is, deg µ(g) = deg µ(e) for all g ∈ G, where deg µ(g) denotes the expected degree of
g. This degree is called the degree of the G-invariant random forest µ and denoted by
deg (µ).

There are several standard constructions of G-invariant random spanning forests on
Cayley graphs including the free minimal spanning forest (we refer the reader to [33] for
the definition which will not be important to us).

The following theorem appears as Proposition 4.1 in [4], where the result is attributed
to Lyons (see also [20] for related results).

Theorem 5.1. Let G be a group generated by a finite set S. Then the degree of the free
minimal spanning forest on the (unoriented) Cayley graph Cayuo(G,S ∪ S−1) is at least
2C(G).

Theorem 5.1 will be used to prove Theorem C(i). In order to prove Theorem C(ii), we
need a certain variation of the free minimal spanning forest constructed in a recent paper
of Thom:

Theorem 5.2 (Theorem 3, [33]). Let G be a group generated by a finite set S and let
a ∈ S be an element of infinite order. Then there exists a G-invariant random spanning
forest µ on Cayuo(G,S ∪ S−1) such that

(1) µ-a.s. the forest contains all the edges of Cayuo(G,S ∪ S−1) labeled by a±1;
(2) deg (µ) ≥ 2C(G).

5.2. Upper bounds on Tarski numbers in terms of random forests and the proof
of Theorem C. The following proposition shows how the Tarski number of a group G
can be bounded above in terms of the degree of a G-invariant random spanning forest on
a Cayley graph of G.

Proposition 5.3. Let G be a finitely generated group, S a finite generating set of G, and
let Γ = Cayuo(G,S ∪ S−1). Let µ be a G-invariant random spanning forest on Γ and let
δ = deg (µ). Let T = S ∪ {1}. The following hold:

(a) For any finite subset A of G we have |AT−1| ≥ (δ − |S|)|A|.
(b) For any finite subset A of G we have |A(T ∪ T−1)| ≥ (δ − 1)|A|.
(c) If δ − |S| ≥ 2 and s1, s2 are distinct elements of S, then G has a paradoxical

decomposition with translating sets T1 = T \{s1} and T2 = T \{s2}. In particular,

T (G) ≤ 2|S|.

(d) If δ ≥ 3 and s1, s2 are distinct elements of S, then G has a paradoxical decompo-
sition with translating sets T ∪ T−1 \ {s1} and T ∪ T−1 \ {s2}. In particular,

T (G) ≤ 4|S|.

Assume now that S contains an element a of infinite order and that µ almost surely
contains all edges of Γ labeled by a±1. Let T1 = T \ {a} and T2 = {1, a}. The following
hold:
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(e) For any finite subsets A and B of G we have

|AT−1
1 ∪BT−1

2 | ≥ |A|+ (δ − |S| − 1)|B|.
(f) For any finite subsets A and B of G we have

|A(T1 ∪ T−1
1 ) ∪BT−1

2 | ≥ (δ − 3)|A|+ |B|.
(g) If δ−|S| ≥ 2, then G has a paradoxical decomposition with translating sets T1 and

T2.
(h) If δ ≥ 4, then G has a paradoxical decomposition with translating sets T1 ∪ T−1

1
and T2.

Before proving Proposition 5.3, we explain how Theorem C follows from it. We first
recall the statement of the theorem:

Theorem C. Let G be a group generated by 3 elements such that C(G) ≥ 5/2. The
following hold:

(i) T (G) ≤ 6. In particular, if G is torsion, then T (G) = 6.
(ii) Assume in addition that one of the 3 generators of G has infinite order. Then
T (G) ≤ 5. In particular, if G does not contain a non-Abelian free subgroup, then
T (G) = 5.

Proof. Let S be a generating set of G with 3 elements and let Γ = Cayuo(G,S ∪ S−1)
be the associated unoriented Cayley graph. In the setting of Theorem C(i), let µ be the
free minimal spanning forest on Γ and δ = deg (µ). Then δ ≥ 2 · 5

2 = 5 by Theorem 5.1,
so δ − |S| ≥ 2, whence T (G) ≤ 6 by Proposition 5.3(c). Similarly, in the setting of
Theorem C(ii) we pick an element a ∈ S of infinite order and let µ be a G-invariant
random spanning forest on Γ satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 5.2. Again its degree δ
is at least 5, so δ − |S| ≥ 2, whence T (G) ≤ 5 by Proposition 5.3(g). �

Proof of Proposition 5.3. (a) We first claim that there exists an ordinary spanning forest
F on Γ (depending on A) such that

(5.1)
∑
g∈A

deg F (g) ≥ δ|A|.

Indeed, consider the function ϕ : ΣΓ → Z≥0 given by ϕ(F ) =
∑

g∈A deg F (g). Integrating
ϕ with respect to µ, we have∫

ΣΓ

ϕ dµ =
∑
g∈A

deg µ(g) = δ|A|.

Since µ is a probability measure supported on forests, we deduce that ϕ(F) ≥ δ|A| for
some spanning forest F on Γ.

Let E be the set of all directed edges (gs, g) such that g ∈ A, s ∈ S ∪ S−1 and the
unoriented edge {gs, g} lies in F . Let E1 be the subset of E consisting of all edges
(gs, g) ∈ E with s ∈ S−1 \ S (the set E1 may be empty, for example, if S = S−1). Note
that |E| ≥ δ|A| by (5.1), and it is clear that |E1| ≥ |E|−|S||A|, so that |E1| ≥ (δ−|S|)|A|.

Since the sets S−1 \ S and (S−1 \ S)−1 are disjoint, E1 does not contain a pair of
opposite edges. Also note that endpoints of edges in E1 lie in the set AT−1. Let Λ be
the unoriented graph with vertex set AT−1 and edge set E1 (with forgotten orientation).
Then Λ is a subgraph of F ; in particular Λ is a (finite) forest. Hence

|AT−1| = |V (Λ)| > |E(Λ)| = |E1| ≥ (δ − |S|)|A|,
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as desired.

(b) This result is virtually identical to that of [21, Theorem 4.5], but for completeness
we reproduce the argument. Keeping the notations introduced in the proof of (a), consider
the graph Λ′ with vertex set A(T ∪ T−1) and edge set E with forgotten orientation. Note
that E may contain pairs of opposite edges. However, all such edges must have both their
endpoints in A, and since all those edges came from the forest F , the number of pairs of
opposite edges in E is less than |A|. Hence |E(Λ′)| ≥ |E| − |A| ≥ (δ − 1)|A|, and we are
done by the same argument as in (a).

(c) Since δ − |S| ≥ 2, combining (a) with Theorem 2.6(i), we deduce that the (ori-
ented) Cayley graph Cay(G,T ) contains a spanning 2-subgraph. To finish the proof, by
Lemma 2.5, it suffices to show that any 2-subgraph of Cay(G,T ) can be colored to yield
an evenly colored 2-subgraph of the colored Cayley graph Cay(G, (T1, T2)). The latter is
clear since by definition of T1 and T2, any two-element subset of T can be ordered so that
the first element lies in T1 and the second element lies in T2.

The proof of (d) is analogous to (c).

(e) As in (a), there exists a spanning forest F on Γ depending on A such that∑
g∈A

deg F (g) ≥ δ|A|.

Define the sets E and E1 as in the proof of (a); again we have |E| ≥ δ|A| and |E1| ≥
(δ − |S|)|A|

Let E2 denote the set of edges (gs, g) ∈ E1 such that s 6= a−1 (equivalently, E2 is
the set of edges (gs, g) in F with g ∈ A and s ∈ S−1 \ (S ∪ {a−1})). Then clearly
|E2| ≥ |E1| − |A| ≥ (δ − |S| − 1)|A|.

Let E3 be the set of directed edges (ga−1, g) for g ∈ B. Clearly, E2 and E3 are disjoint
sets and E2 ∪ E3 does not contain a pair of opposite edges. The endpoints of edges in
E2 ∪ E3 lie in the set AT−1

1 ∪BT−1
2 , so as in (a) we have

|AT−1
1 ∪BT−1

2 | > |E2|+ |E3| ≥ (δ − |S| − 1)|A|+ |B|.

(f) is proved by modifying the proof of (e) in the same way the proof of (b) was obtained
from the proof of (a). Finally, (g) and (h) follow directly from Theorem 2.6(ii) and (e)
and (f), respectively. �

Remark 5.4. Informally speaking, the result of Proposition 5.3(a) can only be useful if the
intersection S∩S−1 is small. In particular, if S is symmetric (that is, S = S−1), the proof
shows that the set E1 is empty and hence the obtained inequality is vacuous. Note that
Proposition 5.3(b) implies that for any S and any finite set A either |A(S ∪ {1})| ≥ δ

2 |A|
or |A(S−1 ∪ {1})| ≥ δ

2 |A|. However, this observation cannot be used to strengthen the
result of (a) because we cannot guarantee that one of these inequalities holds for every A.

Remark 5.5. One can construct groups with Tarski number 5 (resp. with Tarski number
6) and any given minimal number of generators d ≥ 2. For d = 2 this follows from
Theorem C(ii) (resp. Theorem C(i)) and Theorem 4.4(b). For d ≥ 3 one can take the direct
product of a group G from Theorem C(ii) (resp. Theorem C(i)) and a finite elementary
Abelian group Ck2 for a suitable k.

5.3. Further results and open questions. We begin this subsection with two open
problems:
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Problem 5.6. Given m ∈ N, what is the minimal possible Tarski number of a group from
Finm (resp. Amenm)?

Lemma 4.1 shows that 2m + 4 (resp. m + 3) is a lower bound for groups from Finm
(resp. Amenm). By Theorem C(i) this lower bound is exact for m = 1, but we do not
know exact value already for m = 2.

Problem 5.7. Let G be a finitely generated group with C(G) > 1.

(a) Is it true that T (G) ≤ 6?
(b) If G is non-torsion, is it true that T (G) ≤ 5?
(c) If the answer to (a) or (b) is negative, is it at least true that T (G) ≤ C for some

absolute constant C?

We shall give three pieces of evidence that the answer to at least part (c) of Problem 5.7
might be positive.

5.3.1. A result by Peterson and Thom. By [27, Corollary 4.4] any torsion-free group G
which has positive first L2-Betti number and satisfies the Atiyah zero divisor conjecture
must contain a non-Abelian free subgroup and hence has Tarski number 4. It is feasible
that this result remains true if the condition β1(G) > 0 is replaced by C(G) > 1 (as we
have already mentioned, C(G) ≥ β1(G) + 1 for any countable infinite group G, and there
are no examples where the inequality is known to be strict).

5.3.2. Tarski half numbers. Given a paradoxical decomposition of some group with m
pieces in one half and n pieces in the other half, we will call the number min(m,n) the
half number of that decomposition. Given a group G, the minimal half number of all its
paradoxical decompositions will be called the Tarski half number of G. Clearly the Tarski
half number is at least 2 and can only increase when we pass to subgroups or factor-groups.
A natural question is to determine all Tarski half numbers of groups. Since the Tarski
half number of a group from Finn cannot be smaller than n+ 2 by Lemma 4.1, there exist
groups with arbitrarily large Tarski half numbers.

The next theorem shows that the Tarski half numbers of non-torsion groups with cost
> 1 are minimal possible.

Theorem 5.8. Let G be a finitely generated non-torsion group with C(G) > 1. Then the
Tarski half number of G is 2.

Proof. By Proposition 5.3(h), to prove Theorem 5.8, it suffices to show that there exists
a finite subset S′ of G containing an element of infinite order g such that the unoriented
Cayley graph Γ′ = Cayuo(G,S′ ∪ (S′)−1) admits a G-invariant random spanning forest
which has expected degree > 4 and almost surely contains all edges of Γ′ labeled by g±1.
The construction of such a forest given below is almost identical to the construction from
the proof of [33, Lemma 5].

We start with any finite generating set S of G containing an element a of infinite order.
Let µ be a G-invariant random spanning forest on Γ = Cayuo(G,S ∪ S−1) satisfying the
conclusion of Theorem 5.2. In particular, by our assumption, deg (µ) > 2.

Fix b ∈ S \ {a, a−1} such that µ contains the (unoriented) edge {e, b} with positive
probability δ (such b exists since deg (µ) > 2), and fix n such that δn ≥ 2. Let S′ =
{s0, . . . , sn} ⊆ G where si = aiba−i for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and sn = an. We claim that
Γ′ = Cayuo(G,S′ ∪ (S′)−1) admits a G-invariant random spanning forest with the desired
properties with g = an.

To construct µ′, define the map θ from spanning subgraphs of Γ to spanning subgraphs
of Γ′ as follows. Given g ∈ G and s′ ∈ S′, let γ(g, gs′) be the “natural” path from g to gs′
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in Γ (if s′ = an, then γ(g, gs′) is the path ({g, ga}, . . . , {gan−1, gan}) of length n, and if
s′ = aiba−i, then γ(g, gs′) is the path ({g, ga}, . . . , {gaiba1−i, gaiba−i}) of length 2i + 1).
Given a spanning subgraph Λ of Γ, we define θ(Λ) to be the spanning subgraph of Γ′ whose
edge set consists of all edges of the form {g, gs′} with s′ ∈ S′ for which the path γ(g, gs′) is
contained in Λ. The key observation is that θ maps forests to forests. Indeed, assume that
F is a forest, but θ(F ) contains a non-trivial reduced cycle c. Choose an oriented cycle in
the (oriented) Cayley graph Cay(G,S′ ∪ (S′)−1) which projects onto c, and let w be its
label. Then w is a non-trivial reduced group word in the alphabet S′. Since the subset
{xn} ∪ {xiyx−i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} of the free group F (x, y) freely generates a free subgroup,
the word w̄ obtained from w by substituting elements of S′ by the corresponding words in
a, b is freely non-trivial. By definition of θ(F ), the word w̄ must label a non-trivial cycle
in Cay(G,S ∪ S−1) which yields a non-trivial cycle in F , which is impossible.

It is easy to see that θ is a Borel map, so we can define the probability measure µ′ on
spanning subgraphs of Γ′ by setting µ′(B) = µ(θ−1(B)) for any Borel subset B of {0, 1}Γ′ .
Since θ sends forests to forests and µ is a random spanning forest on Γ, it follows that µ′

is a random spanning forest on Γ′.
Since µ is an invariant spanning forest, µ′ is also invariant. Since µ contains the (un-

oriented) edge {e, b} with positive probability δ and the edge {e, a} with probability 1,
and since µ is invariant, µ contains each path γ(e, esi), 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, starting at e with
probability δ. Since µ′ also contains each of the edges {e, a±n} with probability 1, the
expected degree of µ′ is at least δn+ 2 ≥ 4, as required. �

Remark 5.9. In the case when the group G has infinitely many subgroups of finite index
(including the case of infinite residually finite groups) one can give an easier proof of
Theorem 5.8. Indeed, if C(G) ≥ 2, the result follows directly from Proposition 5.3(h) and
Theorem 5.2. If H is a finite index subgroup of G, then by [9, Theorem 3], C(H) − 1 =
[G : H](C(G)− 1). Thus, if 1 < C(G) < 2 and G has finite index subgroups of arbitrarily
large index, then some finite index subgroup of G has cost ≥ 2 yielding the result.

Problem 5.10. Is it true that the Tarski half number of any torsion group G with C(G) > 1
is equal to 3?

5.3.3. Cost of our examples of groups with large Tarski numbers. Below we will show that
all groups with Tarski numbers > 6 obtained using Theorem A and our proofs of Theorems
1.3 and B have cost 1 (and hence are not counterexamples to Problem 5.7).

Note that each of these groups G has an amenable normal subgroup N such that G/N
is an extension of a group from Amen2 of unbounded exponent by an amenable group.
By [16, Proposition 35.2] if a group G has an infinite normal subgroup N with fixed price
and C(N) = 1, then G has fixed price and C(G) = 1. Since every infinite amenable group
has fixed price and cost 1 (see, for example, [16, Corollary 31.2]), and an extension of a
finite group by a group from Amen2 is in Amen2, it is enough to show that the cost of any
group from Amen2 of unbounded exponent is 1.

Theorem 5.11. Let G be a finitely generated group in Amen2 which does not have bounded
exponent. Then C(G) = 1.

The proof of Theorem 5.11 is based on the following result:

Theorem 5.12. (see [16, Proposition 32.1(iii)]) Let G be a group generated by a countable
family of subgroups {Gi}i∈I , and let K = ∩Gi. Assume that K is amenable and each Gi
has fixed price. Then

C(G)− C(K) ≤
∑
i∈I

(C(Gi)− C(K)).
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Proof of Theorem 5.11. Let S = {s1, . . . , sm} be a finite generating set of G. Fix N ∈ N.
By assumption there exists an element gN of G whose order is at least N . Consider the
subgroups G1 = 〈s1, gN 〉, . . . , Gm = 〈sm, gN 〉. Then each Gi is amenable and hence has
fixed price and cost ≤ 1. The intersection K = ∩Gi is also amenable and has cost between
1− 1

N and 1 (since |K| ≥ N). Thus, applying Theorem 5.12, we deduce that C(G) ≤ 1+m
N .

Therefore letting N tend to ∞, we conclude that C(G) ≤ 1 (and the opposite inequality
C(G) ≥ 1 holds since G is infinite). �

Remark 5.13. We expect that the cost of any group G in Amen2 is at most 1. Theo-
rem 5.11 shows that we need to consider only groups from Amen2 of bounded exponent.
A conjecture by Shalom [32, Section 5.IV] says that every finitely generated group of
bounded exponent has property (T). If that was the case (which is hard to believe), every
such group would have β1(G) = 0 [3, Corollary 6] and if problem 4.2 from [15] has positive
solution, then for every such group C(G) = 1. Note also that by a result of Zelmanov [35]
for every prime p there exists a number n = n(p) such that every group of exponent p in
Finn is finite. It is believable that the minimal such n(p) is 2, that one can replace Finn
by Amenn, and that the result holds for non-prime numbers p. This would also imply that
the cost of any group in Amen2 is at most 1.

Appendix A. Equivalence of two definitions of Tarski numbers

Theorem A.1. Let G be a group and k = T (G). Then there exists a paradoxical de-
composition of G with pieces P1, . . . , Pn, Q1, . . . , Qm and translating elements g1, . . . , gn,
h1, . . . , hm, n+m = k, as in Definition 1.1, such that the union

⋃
Pi ∪

⋃
Qj is the whole

G, the translated sets Pigi are disjoint, and the translated sets Qjhj are disjoint.

The following argument is very close to a translation of the proof of [29, Proposition 1.2]
into a graph-theoretic language.

Proof. Suppose that G has a paradoxical decomposition with translating sets S1 and S2,
with 1 ∈ S1 (we can assume that by Remark 2.2). By Lemma 2.5, Γ = Cay(G, (S1, S2))
has a spanning evenly colored 2-subgraph Λ.

Let A be the set of vertices which have no outgoing edge in Λ. For each g ∈ A consider
the unique oriented path in Λ starting from g and going backwards in which all edges
have color 1. All such paths will clearly be disjoint. Let Λ′ be the graph obtained from Λ
by first removing all the edges from those paths and then adding a loop of color 1 at all
the vertices on those paths. Then Λ′ is a spanning evenly colored 2-subgraph of Γ with
exactly one outgoing edge at every vertex.

By the same argument as in Lemma 2.5, the graph Λ′ yields a 2-paradoxical decompo-
sition having the required properties, with the same translating sets, S1 and S2. �

Appendix B. Explicit construction of groups with Tarski number 5 and
groups with Tarski number 6

As explained in the introduction, the problem of finding explicit examples of groups
with Tarski number 6 reduces to an explicit construction of d-generated torsion groups G
with β1(G) > d − 1 − ε whose existence is proved in [25] (to produce groups with Tarski
number 6 we take d = 3 and ε = 1/2). Such groups are constructed inductively in [25], but
the proof shows that they are given by presentations of the form 〈x1, . . . , xd | rn1

1 , rn2
2 , . . .〉

where r1, r2, . . . is a sequence of all elements of the free group on x1, . . . , xd listed in some
order and n1, n2, . . . is some integer sequence. Moreover, given ε > 0, one can specify
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explicitly how fast the sequence {ni} must grow to ensure that β1(G) > d− 1− ε for the
resulting group G.

To get groups with Tarski number 5, we need a d-generated group G without non-
Abelian free subgroups, in which at least one of the d generators is of infinite order and
β1(G) > d − 1 − ε (once again, d = 3 and ε = 1/2 yield groups with Tarski number 5).
While the existence of such groups is not proved explicitly in [25], a slight modification of
the proof yields the result. Indeed, replace the sequence r1, r2, . . . by a sequence of all the
elements of the derived subgroup of the free group on x1, . . . , xd. As before, if n1, n2, . . . is
a sufficiently fast growing sequence of natural numbers, the group 〈x1, . . . , xd | rn1

1 , rn2
2 , . . .〉

will have a large enough first L2-Betti number. Since it is torsion-by-Abelian, it does not
contain a free non-Abelian subgroup and clearly the generators x1, . . . , xd have infinite
order in G.

The goal of this section is to show that a group given by such “torsion” or “torsion-by-
Abelian” presentation has Tarski number 6 or Tarski number 5, respectively, under much
milder conditions on the exponents {ni} (see Theorem B.2 below). Note that we will not
be able to control the first L2-Betti number of such a group G, but we will estimate the
first L2-Betti number of some quotient Q of G, which is sufficient for producing groups
with Tarski number 6. To get groups with Tarski number 5, we will also ensure that the
image of (at least one of) the generators of G inside Q has infinite order. Note that since
we do not know the exact value of the Tarski number of the free Burnside group of a
sufficiently large odd exponent (we only know by Theorem 1.2(ii) that it is between 6 and
14), it is possible that one can have a constant sequence n1, n2, . . ., say, ni = 665, i ∈ N,
and still get a group with Tarski number 6.

Before proceeding, we introduce some additional terminology. Given a group G, denote
by Gab,tf the largest torsion-free Abelian quotient of G which will be referred to as the
torsion-free abelianization of G (such quotient exists by [22, Theorem 5, p.231]). Also
note that Gab,tf can be defined as the quotient of the usual abelianization G/[G,G] by its
torsion subgroup. It is easy to see that the correspondence G 7→ Gab,tf is functorial (see
[22, Theorem 1, p.229]). The kernel of the canonical map G → Gab,tf will be denoted by
[G,G]tf .

Lemma B.1. Let G be a finitely generated group.

(a) Let p be a prime, and let Gp be the image of G in its pro-p completion. Then the
torsion-free abelianizations of G and Gp are (naturally) isomorphic.

(b) Let N0 = {1} ⊆ N1 ⊆ . . . be an ascending chain of normal subgroups of G, let
G(i) = G/Ni, and let G(∞) = G/ ∪∞i=1 Ni. Then for all sufficiently large n, the
induced map G(n)ab,tf → G(∞)ab,tf is an isomorphism.

Proof. Part (b) is obvious. To prove (a), denote by K the kernel of the canonical map G→
Gp. Notice that K is contained in the kernel of any homomorphism from G to a residually-

p group. The group G/[G,G]tf is finitely generated free Abelian and so residually-p,
whence K ⊆ [G,G]tf . Therefore, the induced map Gab,tf → (Gp)

ab,tf = (G/K)ab,tf is an
isomorphism. �

The proof of Theorem B.2 below mostly utilizes ideas from [25] and [19] where similar
results were proved.

Theorem B.2. Let X be a finite set, F (X) the free group on X, p a prime, r1, r2, . . .

a finite or infinite sequence of elements of F (X), and R = {rp
ni

i , i = 1, 2, ...} for some
integer sequence n1, n2, . . .. Let G = 〈X|R〉. Then G has a quotient Q such that G and Q
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have the same torsion-free abelianization and

(B.1) β1(Q) ≥ |X| − 1−
∑
i

1

pni
.

In particular,

(1) If |X| = 3,
∑

i
1
pni ≤ 1

2 and the sequence {ri} ranges over the whole free group

F (X), then G and Q are torsion and T (G) = T (Q) = 6.
(2) If X = {x1, x2, x3},

∑
i

1
pni ≤ 1

2 and the sequence {ri} ranges over the whole

derived subgroup γ2F (X), then G and Q are torsion-by-Abelian, the image of x1

in Q has infinite order and T (G) = T (Q) = 5.

We start by stating (a special case of) a result of Peterson and Thom [27, Theorem 3.2]
which is similar to Theorem B.2:

Theorem B.3 ([27]). Let G be a group given by a finite presentation 〈X | rm1
1 , . . . , rmk

k 〉
for some r1, . . . , rk ∈ F (X) and mi ∈ N. Assume that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the order of ri
in G is equal to mi. Then β1(G) ≥ |X| − 1−

∑k
i=1

1
mi

.

In general, the assumption on the orders of ri cannot be eliminated since, for instance,
the trivial group has a presentation 〈x, y | xm, xm+1, ym, ym+1〉 for any m ∈ N. If all mi

are powers of a fixed prime p, it is possible that Theorem B.3 holds without any additional
restrictions, but we are not able to prove such a statement. What we can prove is the
following variation:

Proposition B.4. Let G be a group given by a finite presentation 〈X | rm1
1 , . . . , rmk

k 〉 for
some r1, . . . , rk ∈ F (X), where each mi is a power of some fixed prime p. Let Gp be the

image of G in its pro-p completion Ĝp. Then β1(Gp) ≥ |X| − 1−
∑k

i=1
1
mi

.

Before establishing Proposition B.4 we show how Theorem B.2 follows from it.

Proof of Theorem B.2. If the sequence {ri} is finite, then the group Q = Gp satisfies (B.1)
by Proposition B.4 and has the same torsion-free abelianization as G by Lemma B.1(a).

If {ri} is infinite, let Rm = {rp
ni

i }mi=1 and G(m) = 〈X | Rm〉. Let β = |X| − 1−
∞∑
i=1

1
pni .

Then β1(G(m)p) ≥ β for each m by Proposition B.4. Note that G(m + 1)p is a quotient
of G(m)p. Let Q = lim−→G(m)p, that is, if G(m)p = F (X)/Nm, put Q = F (X)/ ∪m∈N Nm.

Then Q is clearly a quotient of G; on the other hand, the sequence {G(m)p} converges to
Q in the space of marked groups, and therefore by a theorem of Pichot [28, Theorem 1.1]
we have β1(Q) ≥ lim sup

m
β1(G(m)p) ≥ β.

Finally, for any sufficiently large m we have Gab,tf ∼= G(m)ab,tf ∼= (G(m)p)
ab,tf ∼= Qab,tf .

by Lemma B.1. �

We proceed with the proof of Proposition B.4. Below p will be a fixed prime. Let F be
a free group. Given an element f ∈ F , define s(f) ∈ F and e(f) ∈ N by the condition that

f = s(f)p
e(f)

and s(f) is not a pth-power in F . The following definition was introduced
by Schlage-Puchta in [31]:

Definition B.5. Given a presentation (X,R) by generators and relations with X finite,
define its p-deficiency def p(X,R) by def p(X,R) = |X| − 1−

∑
r∈R

1
pe(r) .

In terms of the p-deficiency, Proposition B.4 reduces to the following result:
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Proposition B.6. Let (X,R) be a finite presentation of a group G. Then β1(Gp) ≥
defp(X,R).

As usual, for a finitely presented group G we define def (G) to be the maximal possible
value of the difference |X| − |R| where (X,R) ranges over all finite presentations of G.

Definition B.7 ([19]). Given a finitely presented group G, define the quantity vdef p(G)

by vdef p(G) = supH
def (H)−1

[G:H] where H ranges over all normal subgroups of G of p-power

index.

Definition B.8 ([8]). A presentation (X,R) will be called p-regular if for any r ∈ R the

element s(r) has order (precisely) pe(r) in the group 〈X|R〉p.
According to [19, Lemma 3.6], for any finitely presented group G we have β1(Gp) ≥

vdefp(G). On the other hand, by [8, Lemma 5.5], if a group G has a finite p-regular
presentation (X,R), then vdefp(G) ≥ defp(X,R). These two results imply Proposition B.6
in the case of p-regular presentations. The proof in the general case will be completed via
the following lemma.

Lemma B.9. Let (X,R) be a finite presentation. Then there exists a subset R′ of R
such that the presentation (X,R′) is p-regular and the natural surjection 〈X|R′〉 → 〈X|R〉
induces an isomorphism of pro-p completions 〈̂X|R′〉p → 〈̂X|R〉p and hence also an iso-

morphism of 〈X|R′〉p onto 〈X|R〉p.
Proof of Lemma B.9. Let G = 〈X|R〉, and assume that (X,R) is not p-regular. Thus

there exists r ∈ R such that the order of s(r) in Gp is strictly smaller than pe(r). We will

show that if we set R′ = R \ {r} and G′ = 〈X|R′〉, then the natural map Ĝ′p → Ĝp is an
isomorphism. Lemma B.9 will follow by multiple applications of this step.

If a discrete group is given by a presentation by generators and relators, its pro-p
completion is given by the same presentation in the category of pro-p groups. It follows
that

(B.2) Ĝp ∼= Ĝ′p/〈〈s(r)p
e(r)〉〉

where 〈〈S〉〉 is the closed normal subgroup generated by a set S. Thus, it is sufficient to

show that s(r)p
e(r)

= 1 in Ĝ′p. We will show that already s(r)p
e(r)−1

= 1 in Ĝ′p
Let m be the order of s(r) in Ĝp. Then by assumption m < pe(r); on the other hand,

m must be a power of p (since Ĝp is pro-p), so m divides pe(r)−1. Thus, if we let g be

the image of s(r)p
e(r)−1

in Ĝ′p, then g lies in the kernel of the homomorphism Ĝ′p → Ĝp,
whence by (B.2), g lies in the closed normal subgroup generated by gp. It is easy to see
that this cannot happen in a pro-p group unless g = 1. �

Appendix C. Golod-Shafarevich groups

In this section we introduce Golod-Shafarevich groups and give a self-contained proof
of Proposition 4.6.

The definitions of Golod-Shafarevich groups and the related notion of a weight function
will be given in a simplified form below since this will be sufficient for the purposes of this
paper. For more details the reader is referred to [7].

Let p be a fixed prime number. Given a finitely generated group G, let {ωnG}n∈N be

the Zassenhaus p-filtration of G defined by ωnG =
∏
i·pj≥n(γiG)p

j
. It is easy to see that

{ωnG} is a descending chain of normal subgroups of p-power index in G satisfying

(C.1) [ωnG,ωmG] ⊆ ωn+mG and (ωnG)p ⊆ ωnpG.
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Moreover, {ωnG} is a base for the pro-p topology on G, so in particular, ∩ωnG = {1} if
and only if G is a residually-p group.

Now let F be a finitely generated free group. Then F is residually-p for any p, so for
any f ∈ F \ {1} there exists (unique) n ∈ N such that f ∈ ωnF \ ωn+1F . This n will be
called the degree of f and denoted deg (f). We set deg (1) =∞

Definition C.1. Let F be a finitely generated free group.

(i) A function W : F → N ∪ {∞} will be called a weight function if W (f) = τdeg (f)

where τ ∈ (0, 1) is a fixed real number.
(ii) If W is a weight function on F and π : F → G an epimorphism, then W induces a

function on G (also denoted by W ) given by

W (g) = inf{W (f) : π(f) = g}
Such W will be called a valuation on G.

(iii) If W is a valuation on G, for any countable subset S of G we put W (S) =∑
s∈SW (s) ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞}.

The following remark is a reformulation of property (C.1) above.

Remark C.2. Let W be a valuation on a (finitely generated) group G. Then for any
g, h ∈ G we have

(i) W (gh) ≤ max{W (g),W (h)} and W (g−1) = W (g)
(ii) W ([g, h]) ≤W (g)W (h)

(iii) W (gp) ≤W (g)p.

Definition C.3.

(i) Let 〈X|R〉 be a presentation of a group G with |X| <∞ and W a weight function
on F (X). Then we will call the triple (X,R,W ) a weighted presentation of G.

(ii) A weighted presentation (X,R,W ) will be called Golod-Shafarevich if

W (X)−W (R)− 1 > 0.

(iii) A finitely generated group G is called Golod-Shafarevich (with respect to p) if it
has a Golod-Shafarevich weighted presentation.

As was already proved in 1960’s, Golod-Shafarevich groups are always infinite; in fact,
they have infinite pro-p completions (see [7, § 2-4]1). Also by the nature of their definition,
any Golod-Shafarevich group has a lot of quotients which are still Golod-Shafarevich,
thanks to the following observation:

Remark C.4. Let (X,R,W ) be a Golod-Shafarevich weighted presentation of a group
G, and let ε = W (X) −W (R) − 1 (so that ε > 0 by assumption). Then for any T ⊆ G
with W (T ) < ε, the group G/〈〈T 〉〉 is also Golod-Shafarevich (and therefore infinite).

The following proposition is a natural generalization of [7, Theorem 3.3]. In fact, it is
a special case of a result from [6] (see [6, Lemma 5.2] and a remark after it), but since the
setting in [6] is much more general than ours, we present the proof for the convenience of
the reader.

Proposition C.5. Let G be a group with weighted presentation (X,R,W ). Let Σ be a
countable collection of finite subsets of G such that W (S) < 1 for each S ∈ Σ. Then

1In the foundational paper [13] the same statement was proved for a different, although very similar,
class of groups.
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for every ε > 0 there is a subset Rε of G with W (Rε) < ε and the following property: if
G′ = G/〈〈Rε〉〉, then for each S ∈ Σ, the image of S in G′ generates a finite group.

In particular, by Remark C.4, if the weighted presentation (X,R,W ) is Golod-Shafare-
vich, by choosing small enough ε, we can ensure that G′ is Golod-Shafarevich.

Proof. Let g1, g2, . . . be an enumeration of elements of G, and choose integers n1, n2, . . .

such that
∑

i∈NW (gp
ni

i ) < ε/2 – this is possible by Remark C.2(iii).

Let S1, S2, . . . be an enumeration of Σ. Given n, k ∈ N, let S
(k)
n be the set of all

left-normed commutators of length k in elements of Sn. Using Remark C.2(ii) we have

W (S(k)
n ) =

∑
h1,...,hk∈Sn

W ([h1, . . . , hk]) ≤
∑

h1,...,hk∈Sn

W (h1) . . .W (hk) = W (Sn)k,

so by our assumption W (S
(k)
n )→ 0 as k →∞. Therefore, we can find an integer sequence

k1, k2, . . . such that
∑

n∈NW (S
(kn)
n ) < ε/2.

Now define G′ = G/〈〈Rε〉〉 where Rε = {gp
ni

i }i∈N ∪
⋃∞
n=1 S

(kn)
n . Then by construction

W (Rε) < ε. Also by construction, for each n the subgroup generated by the image of Sn
in G′ is torsion and nilpotent, hence finite. �

We are finally ready to prove Proposition 4.6 restated below.

Proposition C.6. Let G be a Golod-Shafarevich group. Then there exists a quotient H
of G which is also Golod-Shafarevich and satisfies the following property: for every n ∈ N
there is a finite index subgroup Hn of H such that all n-generated subgroups of Hn are
finite.

Proof. Let (X,R,W ) be a Golod-Shafarevich weighted presentation of G. For every n ∈ N
let Gn = {g ∈ G : W (g) < 1

n}. Then Gn is a finite index subgroup of G (more specifically,

if τ < 1 is such that W (f) = τdeg (f) for every f ∈ F (X), then Gn ⊇ ωmG whenever
τm < 1

n).
Let Σ be the collection of all n-element subsets of Gn, where n ranges over N. By

construction W (S) < 1 for each S ∈ Σ, and applying Proposition C.5 to this collection
of subsets, we obtain a group H with desired properties (where Hn is the image of Gn in
H). �

Remark C.7. We finish with a remark about Theorem B. Our original construction of
infinite 2-generated groups with property (T ) and unbounded Tarski numbers was explicit
apart from the description of examples of infinite property (T ) groups in Finm. Such
groups can also be defined by explicit presentations as explained below.

Given an integer d ≥ 2 and a prime p, let Gp,d be the group with presentation 〈X|R〉
where X = {x1, . . . , xd} and R = {xpi , [xi, xj , xj ]}1≤i 6=j≤d. By [7, Theorem 12.1], Gp,d is a
Golod-Shafarevich group with property (T ) whenever d ≥ 9 and p > (d − 1)2. Applying
the proof of Proposition C.5 to the group G = Gp,d and suitable Σ and ε, one obtains a
concrete example of an infinite group with property (T ) which lies in Finm for m < d/2.

Moreover, observe that the group G = Gp,d admits an automorphism σ of order d which
cyclically permutes the generators. One can show that the set of relators Rε in the proof
of Proposition C.5 can be chosen σ-invariant, so that σ induces an automorphism σ′ of
the quotient G′ = G/〈〈Rε〉〉. Then the group G′ o 〈σ′〉 is an infinite 2-generated group
with property (T ) whose Tarski number can be made arbitrarily large by choosing a large
enough d (by Theorem A(b)). This provides an alternative proof of Theorem B.
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